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Overview
● COVID-19 hit ~ ⅔ of the way 

through European soccer 
season.

● Soccer = first major sport to 
return to play (returned in 
May/June 2020 without fans)

● What happened to home 
advantage (HA) in games 
without fans? 

● How did HA change w/ respect 
to goals and yellow cards.
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Existing Approaches
● Many of the first papers on the topic make two 

assumptions:
1. Home advantage is the same in all leagues and any 

effect of playing without fans is the same in all 
leagues.

2. Soccer outcomes (goals, yellow cards) can be 
modeled well using linear regression.

● Are these reasonable assumptions?
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Existing Approaches
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Data
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17 European leagues in 13 countries between 2015/16 - 2019/20, scraped from fbref.com



Bivariate Poisson Model
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● Goals for Home (H) and Away (A) teams in game i. 
● 𝞴 

1i
 + 𝞴 

3i 
= goal expectation for YHi  and 𝞴 

2i
 + 𝞴 

3i 
= goal expectation for YAi  with  𝞴 

3i 
representing the covariance between YHi  and YAi  

● Intercept term for expected goals in season s in league k
● Attacking (𝞪) and defensive (𝞭) team strengths
● Home advantage for league k



A “Common” Linear Model
● Many papers fit a linear regression model that roughly follows 

the structure below
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● Goal differential (home goals - away goals) for game i
● Fixed effects for home and away team respectively
● Home advantage



Simulations
● Generate 200 simulated seasons using Bivariate Poisson

○ 20 teams play double round robin (home and away)
○ Attacking (𝞪) and defensive (𝞭) team strengths randomly 

drawn from independent N(0, 0.352)
○ Home advantage (T) drawn from Unif(0, log(2) )
○ Use above to generate 𝞴

1i
  and  𝞴

2i
 

○ Draw scores (Y1i , Y2i ) from BVP(𝞴
1i

  , 𝞴
2i

  , 0)

● Fit Bivariate Poisson Model and Linear Regression Model, 
compare HA estimates to “true” HA for each simulated season
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Model Mean Absolute Bias (Goals) Mean Bias (Goals)

Bivariate Poisson 0.075 0.006

Linear Regression 0.45 0.09



Bivariate Poisson Model COVID Version (Goals)
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● Home advantage terms pre- and post-COVID restart
● Take   𝞴 

3i
 = 0 based on empirical evidence and theoretical considerations

○ Draw rate lower than data used in [Karlis and Ntzoufras, 2003] since switch to 
3/1/0 point system vs. 2/1/0 system for win/draw/loss

○ Empirical correlations between home/away goals range between -0.16 and 0.07



Model Fit Details
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● Fit Bayesian bivariate poisson model in STAN
● Major benefit of Bayes is P(HA Decline) for 

each league 
● Weakly informative priors
● 3 chains, 7000 iterations, and a burn in of 

2000 draws
● Assess convergence using R-Hat [Gelman et 

al., 2013]
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Bivariate Poisson Model COVID Version (YC)
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● Yellow card team random effects. Notice we don’t have 2 per team as with goals
● Allow   𝞴 

3i
 > 0 based on empirical evidence and theoretical considerations

○ Empirical correlations between home/away goals range between 0.10 and 0.22
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Discussion
● Did HA decline? In many leagues yes, in others no! 
● Not always the case that changes in yellow card HA are linked 

to changes to goal HA.
○ Not just ‘less referee bias’ but (also) may be difference 

in player behavior?
● Estimates looking at the impact of HA post-Covid are less of a 

statement about the cause and effect from a lack of fans, as 
much as they are about changes due to both a lack of fans and 
changes to training due to Covid-19. 
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“
“It’s horrible to play without 

fans. It’s not a nice feeling. Not 
seeing anyone in the stadium 
makes it like training, and it 

takes a lot to get into the game 
at the beginning.”

- Lionel Messi (Reuters, 2020)
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● Bivariate Poisson model better suited to model soccer 
outcomes estimate home advantage than linear regression.

● HA was not the same in each country before the pandemic, and 
did not affected different in every league post-COVID return.

○ Should not be combining leagues to analyze together.
● HA declined in many, but not all leagues, due to factors 

including but not limited to lack of fans in the stands.

Summary
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Links
● Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.14949
● Code:  https://github.com/lbenz730/soccer_ha_covid
● Slides: https://lukebenz.com/slides/harvard_soccer_covid.pdf
● Twitter:

○ Luke: @recspecs730
○ Mike: @StatsByLopez
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